Extensive experience in
procurement, licensing and
enforcement of patents and
trade secrets.

Intellectual Property
From Every Perspective
Gardella Grace brings a different perspective to each matter because its team has unusually broad experience in
patent and trade secret enforcement and procurement. Gardella Grace’s professionals have directed multinational
enforcement campaigns, procured large international patent portfolios, defended and defeated patents in postgrant proceedings, licensed patents and trade secrets, developed and implemented defensive and risk mitigation
strategies for large corporations, and executed trade secret protection and enforcement programs.
Gardella Grace’s attorneys also have prevailed in some of the highest stakes disputes to ever pend before the
United States Patent and Trademark Office, litigated bet-the-company infringement suits in various United States
district courts, supported European and Asian litigation, and managed European oppositions.
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"[T] HE 'PHENOM ENAL' GREG H. GARDELLA IS
'EXTREMELY EXPERIENCED IN THE POST-GRANT
SPACE AND A DYNAMIC ALL-ROUND PATENT
CONSULTANT.'"
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“Mr. Gardella's ‘former bigticket patent litigation
experience has served him well
in contested reexamination
proceedings, of which he is
regarded a master.’”
Intellectual Asset
Management
Magazine
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POST-GRANT PROCEEDINGS

Our professionals are known for handling many of
the highest stakes post-grant matters ever
adjudicated by the United States Patent and
Trademark Office. Mr. Gardella, for example,
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www.gardellagrace.com

regularly serves as lead counsel for both
challengers and patent owners in matters having
stakes running into the billions of dollars. For
instance, he successfully defended the famous

